
 
 

 

REPORT ON RUN 389 IN AUGUST 2019 

 

For the second time this year, your scribe almost found himself heading in completely the wrong 

direction. Not being familiar with many places’ south of Petersfield, I was surprised to learn 

there is another Compton, rather than the one in Guildford. 

Over the Hill was the first to arrive at our start point, who was alarmed to find our hare “The 

Ayatollah” had set off to set the trail, leaving the car door on his car wide open!  Ever helpful 

Over the Hill, decided to be public spirited and carry out the role of the local constabulary, by 

marking the car as being aware to the authorities! 

The Ayatollah warned that for this hash, picking up the trail again after a checkpoint would be a 

little more challenging than normal! To add a little extra spice the Hare also announced that he 

would not be accompanying the runners. 

The route took us through a mixed route of open farmland, woodland and gravel paths, mostly 

uphill! The first few check points came and went with the pack being able to pick up the scent 

with relative ease. Only once did this scribe have to consider sending for a search party for Over 

the Hill, but he emerged clattering over a gate, with the look of a man who thought the last sign 

of humanity he’d see was the underside of a size ten trainer disappearing into the distance.  

The trail continued upwards alarmingly to skirt the site of an old semaphore tower.  The 

Ayatollah had positioned himself there, much like a Roman emperor may have viewed Christians 

prior to the entry of the lions. 

The next check had the pack scrambling in all sorts of directions, with one hapless group of 

hashers going on such a long detour, that certain members of the Royal Family would have quite 

likely taken a private jet. 

Following the trail down the Sussex downs there were several instances of disappearing sawdust, 

where an inconsiderate farmer had cut their stubble erasing the trail. With the way makers once 

again in sight, the run concluded with a swift decent down a chalk covered slope to the finish. 

Alex (Forgetmeknot) Hughes 


